For over 100 years KGK has enriched, delighted and enlightened
people with our world of gems, diamonds and jewellery.

•

Privately held global multinational.

•

12,000-member team.

•

Headquartered in Hong Kong.

•

Active in Asia Pacific, North and South America,
Europe, Middle East, and Africa.

•

Diversified in real estate and infrastructure.
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Our vertical approach gives us a deep
understanding of every facet of the jewellery sector:
•

Uniquely a diamantaire that also mines and cuts
coloured gemstones.

•

Close relationships with jewellery clients on
every level of the business.

•

Associated with world’s leading diamond
miners.

is a trademark used under licence from De Beers Group.
The ALROSA ALLIANCE logo is a trademark used under license by PJSC ALROSA.
Select Diamantaire is a trademark of Rio Tinto London Limited, used under licence
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Australia | Belgium | Botswana | Brazil | China | Hong Kong | India | Japan | Mozambique | Namibia
| Russia | Singapore | South Africa | Taiwan | Thailand | U.A.E | U.S.A
kgkgroup.com
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Jewels to Treasure

Our fine jewellery retail brand Entice is the crown in the KGK value chain. With standalone boutiques in Hong Kong and India, the
luxury brand was developed entirely in-house under the guidance of Creative Director Manju Kothari and launched in 2004.
Entice collections present a dazzling array of exquisite jewellery certain to enrich and delight those who appreciate enduring beauty.
Each piece celebrates a unique union of precious stones and design talent brought together with exceptional craftsmanship and passion.
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CEO

With an accumulative experience of more than 12 years, Prashant Surana has come a long
way in establishing, managing & handling several dynamics of gems & jewellery industry
exhibiting strong competence and business acumen. A GIA recipient, he graduated with

gemology studies, augmenting & polishing his inherited know-how of globally acclaimed
Surana Group. Today, as a CEO, his vision and foresight led him to empower patrons with
irresistible and timeless creations highlighting the highest form of aesthetics, elegance &
grace.
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Giving back

Bhagwan Mahaveer Cancer Hospital

SS JAIN Subodh Shiksha Samiti

JAL MAHAL

& Research Centre

The KGK Group is a key supporter of this

The KGK Group was instrumental in the

Established in 1997 and funded by the

non-profit initiative, which teaches 33,000

restoration of the magnificent Jal Mahal

activities of the KGK Group, this 250-

students in Rajasthan, India. The

(the Water Palace), a Mughal-era royal

bed NABH accredited hospital in Jaipur

institution includes play groups, colleges,

palace in Jaipur. The palace has been

provides advanced medical services to

post-graduate colleges, a teachers’ training

painstakingly restored to its former glory

cancer patients in an environment that

college as well as professional institutions

and the lake transformed into an ecological

focuses on care, humanity and

such as an MBA institute, a MCA institute,

marvel.

compassion.

and a law college.
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